PRESS RELEASE
Mungia, Spain - 12th January 2021, TALIS, the leading global provider of premium valves, hydrants and other
solutions for water ﬂow control, today announced project awards totalling more than 7 million Euros, to supply
equipment to multiple desalination facilities in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
TALIS will supply several BELGICAST Centric Butterfly Valves and BELGICAST Dual Plate Check Valves to these
facilities. Equipment for both low and high pressure, and with special materials, such as super duplex ATSM A995
Gr 5A. Oswaldo Robredo -Desalination Key Account Manager- : “This is the result of hard work carried out at
BELGICAST for more than 20 years providing solutions for desalination“.
The high reliability of TALIS products (ERHARD and BELGICAST range) and its standards reduces the risks
associated with large scale installations and thus ensures a successful and economic on-time completion of the
project. TALIS estimates these facilities will produce up to 1.6 million cubic meters of water per day (m3/day).
This strengthens TALIS position in Saudi Arabia, and consolidates TALIS as a quality manufacturer worldwide.
“We actually have the most significant backlog from project activity in a quarter in the company’s history. This is
a major milestone resulting from our experience and great success in fulfilling previous large projects. I would
like to add that our latest state-of-the art CBV GREATGOLD design makes a difference, but also our project
management investments to serve our customers are a major differentiation. Our products and our service are
ready to comply with the most demanding standards” Joan Galtés - TALIS Commercial MD

About TALIS Group
TALIS is a leading global provider of premium valves, hydrants and other solutions for water ﬂow control.
With a varied range of products, we offer comprehensive solutions for the entire water cycle, from hydrants to
butterfly valves, from knife-gate valves to needle valves. Our experience, innovative technology, global expertise
and individual consultation process, form the basis for developing sustainable solutions for the efficient handling
of the vital resource “water”.
With over nine strong brands and 28 entities in Germany, France, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Great Britain, the
Netherlands, Russia, Poland, Israel, China, the Middle East, Mexico, India and Singapore, TALIS is the largest
supplier of valve technology and first choice when it comes to water valves and services for the whole water cycle.
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